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BTG presents: Trigger Happy
Lock and load for an arcade adventure that hits the target with Trigger Happy!

Set your sights on a 5x5 grid where every win sets off a mesmerizing cascade of explosive 
reactions. With each spin and every reaction, a Target places a Wild symbol at a random 
position whilst the 2 Bonus Panels may reveal Multipliers, Bombs or Trigger Coins. Witness 
the alignment of Multipliers with a Target’s final position, supercharging Wilds and elevating 
your gameplay to new heights. Brace for explosive moments when Bombs detonate, leaving 
a trail of up to 4 Wilds for massive rewards.

Enter Free Spins when a Target’s final position aligns with Trigger Coins in both Bonus 
Panels. Experience the unpredictability as 2 Targets place Wilds randomly, transforming 
every spin into a spectacle. Dive into the excitement of Win Exchange™, turning your big 
wins into a flurry of free spins. Pull the trigger and head straight into Free Spins with Bonus 
Buy. 

Get ready to lock, load, and embark on an explosive arcade adventure like no other with 
Trigger Happy!
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Game Type

Columns x Rows

RTP

Volatility

GENERAL INFORMATION

BIG TIME GAMING | TRIGGER HAPPY

• Target Wild with every spin and reaction.
• Bonus Panels reveal Multipliers, Bombs or Trigger Coins.
• Free Spins with 2 Targets on every spin and reaction.
• Win ExchangeTM to turn big wins into Free Spins.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

€/£/$ 0.20

€/£/$ 5 (Max Exposure 250,000), 10 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 20 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

96.58%

5 (Target Wild, Bonus Panels, Free Spins, Win ExchangeTM, Bonus Buy)

50,000x

Clusters

5 x 5

Very High
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OSS Game Type

triggerhappy

triggerhappy

OSS ID

triggerhappyv194

triggerhappyv100

94% Option with Bonus Buy

96% Option with Bonus Buy

RTP 

94.22% - 94.23%

96.58%

Every spin and every reaction, the 2 Bonus Panels may reveal Multipliers, Bombs and Trigger Coins. Watch as Multipliers align 

with a Target’s final position, supercharging the new Wild. Align your Target precisely with Multipliers in both Bonus Panels 

to unlock unparalleled rewards, as their combined force multiplies, giving rise to the ultimate Target Wild experience! Brace 

yourself for explosive moments when Bombs detonate, clearing rows or columns and leaving a trail of up to 4 Wilds. The 

ultimate reward awaits when a Target’s final position aligns with Trigger Coins in both Bonus Panels, granting you 8 free spins 

for a trigger-happy whirlwind of opportunities.

Bonus Panels

Embark on an adventure across 5 rows and 5 columns, when wins light up the screen, winning symbols explode in a burst 

of energy, making way for a cascade of fresh symbols from above. With each spin and every explosive reaction, a Target 

emerges, placing a Wild symbol at a random position. 

Target Wild

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME IDs and RTPs

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Trigger Happy, Win ExchangeTM and Bonus Buy.  The game is 
responsive to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Comment

Bonus Buy

Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 8 free spins for 100x the stake and launch yourself straight into the heart-pounding 

action of Free Spins.

Win ExchangeTM

Make the most of Win Exchange™ to trigger happiness when it turns your big wins into Free Spins! Whenever you win 

between 25x and 100x the stake, you have the option to exchange the entire win for the chance to be awarded 8 free spins. 

The chance of winning the gamble is shown in green on a wheel. Whenever you win 100x the stake or more, you have the 

option to exchange 100x your stake for 8 free spins. 

BIG TIME GAMING | TRIGGER HAPPY

GAME FEATURES

Brace yourself as 2 Targets place Wilds at different positions onscreen, turning every spin and reaction into a thrilling spectacle 

of unpredictability. But that’s not all – 3 extra free spins are unleashed when a Target’s final position aligns with a Trigger Coin 

in both Bonus Panels. It’s a winning combination that ensures every free spin is locked and loaded with potential.

Free Spins

triggerhappy triggerhappyv18686% Option with Bonus Buy 86.14% - 86.15%

Download the full promo pack: HERE


